Now, everyone wants 3 W to communicate!
But, like once, I think we need at least 5
and it is still not enough.

I am an italian polite boy, with a good culture
due to classical studies and a course in
computer science engineering.
I am also very curious and this drives me to
study every kind of topic.

I would like to work for a company not too
big, formed of people, not numbers, a
dynamic company which makes me work and
grow. I can work alone, but I can also manage
and organize groups of people.
I have chosen not to specialize but rather
than to maintain my skills as wide as possible
even though than optimal level. I can develop
software;
project
electronic
circuits,
informatics systems, web sites; teach
instruction course.
I like to analyse computer related problems
but not only (a problem and propose
solutions; related to computers but not only).
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A lot, of course! But I am favourable to a
salary that let me live with dignity.
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I do not like repetitive and boring jobs. I do
not like selling things, wasting my time in
useless things.
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I work

I seek a job

In recent years, business trips have become
more frequent but also more stressful and
demanding from both an economical and
temporal point of view.
I prefer to work 8 hours quietly at home
rather than in an office two hours from home.

In parallel I also worked in different field as
a clerk or a consultant as a teacher, in a
pizzeria restaurant, as a graphic, etc.

I speak Italian. I know quite well English
and French, I read them fluently and speak
decently. I understand Spanish, thanks to
its proximity to Latin and to the Venetian
dialect.
I am currently studying Hungarian with
profit. Recently I got the ECL B2 grade.
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The best language I know is anyway, the
language of computers!
I read many C.V. and I have always found
them unattractive: simple lists of facts and
boastings.

Write too much!
By doing an intellectual job I do not usually
follow a fixed schedule but when needed I
work till late in the evenings and on
weekends.

I have been working in the field for over
20 years, primarily as a freelance. I have
extensive experience as a systems analyst,
software and firmware developer.

I like the old italian adage/proverb: learn
the art and put it aside.

I love teaching and I am good at it!
I like writing software using one of the many
languages I know and maybe the firmware for
any microcontroller.

homepage: www.nicolaperotto.it
email: nicola@nicolaperotto.it
mob ita: +39 335 7162 582
mob hun: +36 30 4173 780
tel: +39 0691 6502 732 (voip)
fax: +39 0439 633 1191

I spent most of my life between
Feltre and Pedavena, two
neighboring municipalities in
the province of Belluno.
I studied some years in Bologna
and I moved for work several
months in Rome and in Lanciano
(CH).

I divide my life traveling
between Feltre and a small
town
just
outside
Budapest
where
my
partner lives.

Online! In the last few years I have
worked almost exclusively at
distance, using remote control
softwares and communicating via
voip and email. I prefer not to move
too much, and I like doing it by public
transport, so I would like a job not
too far from home.

You can do whatever you want in this C.V. but do not alter it and do not sell my email to spammers, thank you!

I have tried to do something new, first of all
interesting for me.
The information you cannot find here is on
my website.
One of the paradigms of our society is the
continuous
improvement,
everything
changes for the better, hopefully!
After so many years investing in myself now
I’m trying to harvest, to use my experience
and skills.

